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Justinian

We are very quiet there, but it is the
quiet of a storm centre, as we all know.
Oliver Wendell Holmes
In l

Monday, March 12, 1984

Vol. XLIII

TRAGER EVALUATESTERM
IN OFFICE
In an interview with the Justinian, Dean
Trager discussed p resent and f uture plans
for BLS, including his views on students
roles in the decision making process.
By David Howe
and Adam Pollack
Stlldellts Rote
'I think what (students) would want is the
opportunity to learn and become fine lawyers .... was how Dean Trager responded to
contentions that his administration has
failed to consult the st udent body on specific issues .
When confronted with the suggestion
that general feeling exists among student s
that his administration ignores students
concerns, Trager responded " I;m sorry if
the students feel that, but every little thing
t hat I view as a short term measure ... 1 can't
convene a committee to do it."
More specifically. as to the recent (and
without student consultation) renovation of
the smoking section of the library : Trager
would have discussed it if there were any
o ptions .. . " but do you know of any options?" He forsees the removal of the prefabricated walls in the library by September.
Bork RII ...or C OIlflriMd
Trager confirmed that Judge Bork will be
the speaker at the 1984 Graduaton . There is
much discussion , both within the school
and without, as to Bork 's political orientation. and concern over his views towards
the first amendment
Dean Trager ~ uggested Judge Bork as the
speaker and his choice was confirmed by
the Board of Trustees and the Faculty .

CUOMO

SPEAKS

B} J o nat ha n Murphy
On Friday. February IU. Governor Mario

C uomo held an open forum in Brooklyn
Law School' s Jerome Prince Moot Court
Room to discuss his proposed 1984 State
budget . There was standing room only in a
room filled mostly with public interest
group representatives from Brooklyn . The
forum was one of many which the Governo r has been holding in localities around the
state in order to get feedback from the
public. concern ing his proposed $J5 4 billion budget. This year's budget was increased $1 .8 billion from last year.
The Governor was intr odu ced by
Howard Golden . Brooklyn Borough Presi dent. and then listened to pre entations
from twent y different public interest
group . ranging from the National Congress of Working Women to a " let ' s bring
the I:3rooklyn Dodger~ back" commillee
Representatives were given several minute
to present their respective praises or
grievances ove r the proposed budget. and
than allowed to request additional ' funding
for their re pective interests. Altho ug h
most of the questions and requests were explained as impossible to fund this year. the
format of the program was seen by some a
a way for Cuomo to present himself to the
public as a gra sroots man .
Much of the hope which accompanied
these interest gro ups to the Moot COUrt
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Neither the SBA or the student body was involved in this selection .
For Dean Trager, it is "not in the
school's interest that that decision would be
made by wide-spread consultation ." Dean
Trager noted tha,t this was the first time
within recollection that there had been consultation with the faculty .
N Itht StlldeRts
Preliminary responses for Prof. Berger's
survey reveals concern by evening students
that there are plans to drop the evening
division . Dean Trager emphatically stated
that there is "no basis for it (concern)." It is
the "farthest thing from my mind ."
Reminding the Justinian that years ago BLS
almost refused to seek membership in the
ALS because of BLS ' s strong su pport for
the evening division .
Dean Trager is seeking equit y for the
evening division . He plans to continue the
new scheduling , by offering the same
courses for the evening and the day division. This requires a "doubling-over of adjuncts;" that is, asking the adjuncts to teach
the same course in the day and in the evening. He also experimented with alternate six
to eight P.M . and eight to ten P.M . classes.
so that no one bears the brunt of always
taking a late class .
1984 EnteriRIL Class
The administration intends to limit admission so that the BLS community will not
exceed 1000 students. The class of 1986/88
will be composed of 250 full time students
and 90 part time students .
Tuition
Dean Trager indicated that the tuition
will increase about 10070 . with tuition for

Continued on page 15

HOLZER
UPDATE
By Michael S. Schreiber
Forty six students enrolled in Professor
Henry Mark Holzer's fall semester '83 consititutional law class have signed a letter of '
protest which was delivered to Acting Associate Dean Stacy Caplow on Monday .
Feb. 27 . At the request of individual students. Holzer has reviewed 22 of his exams
and expects to review more, but no grades
have been changed and , he said. the issue of
whether the administration may "tinker"
with his grades in "not debateable ."
The letter of protest was written by a '
small committee of st udents chosen from a
group which has met on three occassions
since Holzer posted his constitutional law.
grades . At those meetings students attempted to develop a strategy to encourage the
BL administration to review their grades .
That strategy was to contain three parts, a
choolwide petition in suppOrt of the establishment of a uniform grading policy . individ ual letters from st udent to Cap low req uesting review of the grades. and a letter
from the class to Caplow . Holzer. and
Dean Trager requesting an independent review of the results.
Though students voiced a variety of
grievances at their meeting on Feb . 7, their
central concern was one of applicable standards . Many · asked if Holzer's standards
mighl be unreasonable and the primary demand wa that the faculty address the issue

Cuntinued on page J4
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Moot Court Honor Society:

A CHANGE OF REINS
By BrklJet Asaro
In a departure from past practice, the
LegaJ Writing Depa rtment will administer
the first year mandatory moot court oral
argument this year, which was previously
coordinated by the Moot Court Honor Society . There are two factors which contributed to the Society'S decision to make
this change ; said Josh Mallin , Society President. First. was the Society's lack of academic input into choosing and writing the
problem . Second. was Legal Writing
Director Marilyn Walter's rejection of
Mallin' s "offer" that Society members participate in jUdging first year practice
rounds.
Walter rejected Mallin's first proposal
be~u s e she said the writing instuctors are
better able to fashion problems that students can deal with since they are more
familiar with the make up os a class . A proposal similar to Mal11in's was presented to
the Fundamental S kills Committee a number of years ago , as part of the initial proposallO involve the Society in the first year
competition . Walter said that proposal was
rejected . Concerning her rejection of Mallin 's second proposal , she said that since a
practice round is a students' first opportunity to do an oral argument, the presence
of an outsider might increase the students'
anxiety . She also said the department
"wanted to make sure that we were telling
the students the same things as to what was
significant " in oral arguments.
Who Initiated The Chanlle?
In coordinating these mandatory o ral
arguments. the Moot Court Honor Society
has. in the past , scheduled rounds, contacted and procured outside judges, provid ed student judges, and calculated the scores
of the students. according .10 Ji m Miller.
Moot Court Executive Board member. Miller also coordinated the first year competition held last spring . This chaage "was initiated by us ," said Mallin , " basically
because we felt there were other programs
that we wanted to develop for the spring.
and we lacked academic input in the first
year program . The Moot Court Honor Society as a whole would like to move into
more academic directions and involve ourselves in acti vities which stess that. We felt
that just administering a competitio n was
not consistent with the goals of the Moot
Court Honor Society."
Professor Holzer, faculty Adviso r to the
Moot Court Honor Society. did not remember who initiated these changes since this
has been part of an "ongoing discussion,"
but said that .. Professor Walter felt that
si nce (oral arguments consitituted a major
part of) the encond semester of the writing
program , and since the st udents were getting academic credit for it , that it wa really
a writing program undertaking." Holzer
said he discussed WAlter's position with the
Society and they felt it had merit.
The decision to make this change was
made by Mallin with the approval of the
Executive Board of the Society . Although
there was no formal meeting held . "before
the move was contemplated I personally
poke to almost every member. if not every
member on the Board." Mallin sa id , and
since there was "unanimity in respon en he

"felt it unnecessary to call a formal
meeting." " . f there had been conflicting
views .." he added, then a formal meeting
would have been call~d . Since this is "purely executive policy as far as forming the

Prof. Marilyn Walter
direction and programs of the Moot Court
Honor Society." a vote of the Society' s
general membership was not necessary . said
Mallin . He did take a "rand om sampling"
of members . however. and from this gOI the
iense that members agreed wit h the change .
Executive Board member Miller aid. '"
think the pu rely ministerial task o f run nin g
he first year competition was not an appropriate function for the Society . At this
ooint it will allow us to focus m ore on the
iecond year competitio n."
Chanles
The Legal Writing department has hired
st udent members of the Society 1-0 assist in
administeri ng the competition . These students are Jim Miller. Jim Glasser and Joe
Pickard from the day Society and A ileen
f-ox. president of the evening Society . The
student assistant s are "going to be using experience gathered over the years" (ie. list of
judges). and will be "u in~ thi experience
as employees of the writing department and
Marilyn Walter ," said Miller .
As to how t hese students were cho ·en .
Mallin sid "one of them wa the Fall competition coordinator from last year (Miller)
and was goi ng to be our Spring competition
coordinato r if we were going to administer
it. The other 'two st udents (Glasser and
Pickard) were selected based on their interest in this kind of work ." Mallin selected
these students. who are paid by the Legal
Writi ng department for their work. o ut o f a
pool of 9 applicants . No interview were
held since Mallin was famili ar with all of
the applicants . 'My initial determination
(was) ba ed o n previous involvement.
peoples' other commtiiments" and the like.
Mallin said . Aileen Fox . president of the
evening ' ociety. was contacted and hired by
Walter . According to Ron Kaplan . vicepresident of the ociety. the writing depart ment is hiring H onor Society member becau e it is a "convenient pool " to dra w
from. but it is uncertain a to whether this
will be done in the future .
Judllnl
" The judging of the one mandatory
rOLnd will be done. hopefully . exclusively

Cuntinued un page 10
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LETTERS
The following letter was senl 10 Dean
Trager on February 28. 1984 wilh a copy
fo rwarded 10 Justinian :

evening classes. Third-year students should
likewise be given preference in registering .
If such a policy does exist. it has been applied unevenly at best .
Finally. we are distressed with your failure to consult the st udent body in implementing policies that affect it. Such exparle actions are not appropriate at an institiution of higher learning. We hope that
we can work together in the future .
Sincerely.
The House of Delegates of
the Student Bar Association
of Brooklyn Law School

Dear Dean Trager,
We are writing to you in accordance with
a motion that was made and passed at the
regular February meeting of the student Bar
Association. Essentially we are presenting
you with a list of six deeply felt concerns of
the student body. It is hoped that you will
give these issues serious attention . We further request that you respond to us in
writing by our March meeting (Wednesday.
March 14) with a report of your plans to act
on these issues. We cannot stress enough
The following leller was senl to Dean
how important your reasoned response will Caplow with Qcopy to Justinian .
be in the determination of our future course
Dear Dean Caplow,
of action on these matters .
I was a student in Prof. Holzer's Fall
List of Student Concerns:
1983 Constitutional Law class. Recently , I
I. Weare opposed to your stated plan to
received my grade for the course, and I do
cut tuition significantly to the top 25'70 of
not beleive that it reflects my knowledge of
entering students. We feel strongly that this
the course material. Indeed, Prof. Holzer
is an inappropriate use of tuition revenue
has given such a grade to more than half my
which is better spent aiding entrants who
class. He has accused my class of being his
are financially disadvantaged . We under"stupidest in his twelve years of teaching,"
stand that you have wavered on this issue so
and the "botto m third" of all of last year's
we sou ld appreciate your definitive refirst year sections. This is his opinion .
sponse in this regard .
Moreover, Prof. Holzer admits that he
2. We are opposed to the usurption of deliberately made our final examination
library space. We students are quite fond of
"half as easy" as the one he gave in Fall
library personnel. and we hope that ade1982. He has stated that he did so because
quate office space can be found for them
he disliked us , a dislike he contends stems
elsewhere. We feel strongly. however. that
from our failure to participate actively
the tudy space in the library is both quanenough in class discussion. This comment
titatively and qualitatively a disaster and an
does not surprise me , because he created a
insult to our aesthetic sensibilities.
self-fulfilling prophecy : he would inJ . The placement office is a student sertimidate the class with his overbearing style
vice which merits a larger share of the
of lecturing, and then embarrass us when
B.L.S . operating budget. At present this ofwe did respond . if our responses did not
fice has too few staff to meet the needs of
meet his expectations. Thus. he should not
both current students and alumni .
have been surprised that we were reticent to
4. We believe that there is too great a
participate in class . This attitude toward
discrepancy among the grading policies of
lecturing and the preparation of our final
various profes ors . A system which assures examination indicates malice on his pc
greater conformity to set standards is reand a calculated effort to be vindictive.
quired . We also note that all too often
Further stiJI ,' Prof. Holzer t,aught the
whim and caprice have replaced the sober
course by analyzing the course material
judgment applied by professors who do adfrom his own unique and perplexing
here to the ananoymous grading system . All perspective, and then followed this with a
professors should adhere to that system .
final examination , half of which was de5. We repeat the request that many
voted to the testing of our knowledge of
classes before us have made-fall exams
black-letter law . In other words, he have a
hould be held before the Christmas break
black-letter law final without first making
and spring exams should be completed be- certain that we knew exactly what the
fore the bar review courses begin .
black-letter law was . The other half of the
We believe that evening students
6.https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1984/iss2/1
examination was devoted to testing our
should be given preference in registering for
Continued on page 10

Democratic Despotism
After three years of Reaganism, the democratic process appears headed towards
a historical remembrance. Decisions that may impel this nation towards oblivion
are made within the confines of a small oval office. The storming of beaches, the
construction of "a presence," the destabilization of a people, are all matters undertaken by the same Administration that attempts to revive the image of "the common folk" and " Americana," only to deny its people the right to participate in that
democratic process.
The autocracy of Reaganism is becoming a fashionable administrative too\. It has
become vogue for administrators to make one-sided decisions which affect the
many. These are made without consultation or choice given to the plebians.
The BLS Community has been visited by this phenomenon of Reaganism . At
first, it was only the administration that made decisions and enacted changes
without student participation. For the administration , Brooklyn Law School, the
entity, came first; students a distance second. Some may query what a school
is without students . Lest we forget, there are faculty, administrators , alumni and
the endowment fund. These come first. Students are better seen than heard .
Autocracy is intoxicating and the Moot Court Honor Society'S Executive Board
appears to have imbibed its heady spirits . The Executive Board is joining in this
surge of unilateral decision-making. First, the Board, in an October meeting, voted
to change, and thereby extend, the length of its tenure. According to the Society'S
By-laws, the Executive Board's term in office would have ended on March 1st. The
Board's vote extended its tenure to June. The Society's Constitution provides two
ways to change its by-laws: by a 2/3 vote of the Board or by a 2/3 vote of its
membership. It seems odd that the Board opted not to consult its membership on
an issue such as this-an issue which directly affects the Board's tenure by prolonging its members' term in office. It seems odder still that no minutes were kept for a
Board meeting that addressed such a vital issue.
Secondly, the Board announced that the Executive Board would no longer be
elected, as required by the Society'S Constitution, but would, rather, be selected by
the present Board. There is dissention among Board members as to whether there
can be a selection process and how this change should be implemented. A reading
of the Constitution clearly shows that amending the Constitution before the end of
the semester will be a difficult task, especially considering that no affirmative steps
have yet been taken to accomplish this end. The suggestion by one Board member
that the amendment provision of the Constitution does not apply to a rewriting is a
ridiculously convenient interpretation. Once again, this seems like a move
calculated to skirt confronting the Society's membership.
Finally, in deciding not to administer the first year mandatory oral arguments,
Society President Josh Mallin abdicated a major function of the Society without
consulting its membership and without even holding a formal meeting of the Executive Board. Again, this seems too important an issue to informally poll a small
percentage of the membership and "almost every member, if not every.member on
the Board." Thi.s i~ not to say whether this charge is for the better or worse.
However; this was the only Honor Society function that actively involved all of its
membership. For this reason, its general membership should have been consulted.
We, as students, who call for more input into the Trager administration, are now
mimicking its ways.
Perhaps it is just a fashion, this Reaganism , which will go away after November.
Perhaps .. .

Day Care:

FULL STEAM AHEAD
Dean Trager and the faculty should be commended for supporting the implementation of
a day care center at Brooklyn Law School. The passing of the day care proposal at the recent faculty meeting. and Dean Trager's presumption that a day care center will be created
if at all possible . are signs that the new admini tration and the faculty are looking toward
innovation in improving the quality and stat us of the chool.
The rapid pace with which the interim plan was effected is commendable as well.
However. the assumption that Ihe SBA office would be the best place for a day care information service is omewhat perplexing. Wa there no other alternative? Shou ld the SBA be
addled with giving up crucial space to the day care information office? And where will the
office be placed if the ' BA rejects the pro posal to place the information office in its office?
Surely Ihe administration must have some contingency plan which might be less disruptive .
for although the plan is temporary. it may well be in effect for at least a year .
Those who have thought carefully about the proposal realize that the creal ion of a day
care center poses severe. but not insurmountable. problems. The first and most obvious is
the space problem . With hardly enough room for student offices and adequate library and
class-room space. the implementation of an on-site day care center must be delayed unt il
Brooklyn 's physical plant is expanded . Licensing the center. finding qualified staff and
suitable space (small-scale toilets and furniture are required) pose even greater prdblems.
These problems should be een as challenges rather than barriers. and creative solutions
should be sought to assure that the "interim proposal" does not become the long-term
plan.
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CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
The following is an essay by Ursula
Bentele, who teaches the Constitutional
Law Seminar and Legal Writing at
Brooklyn Law School, and who has been a
1I0lunteer lawyer for the NAACP Lellal
Defense Fund (or the past seven !,ears. She
most recently wrote a successful cert. petition for death-row inmate Larry Dean
Smith which ultimately resulted in a reversal of his death sentence by the Supreme
Court, and dismissal of the indictment by
the Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals.
Iy ProfellOt' UI'HII In••
Capital punishment, we are assured , is
reserved for those extreme crimes that are
"so grievous an affront to humanity that
the only adequate response may be the
penalty of death ." I The arbitrary , and
possibly discrimatory , imposition of death
sentences that led the Supreme Court to invalidate virtually all capital punishment
statutes in 1972 J has been replaced, we are
told, by a system that ensures
evenhandedness and rational selection of
those few convicted murderers who are to
suffer the ultimate penalty . Evidence is
mounting, however , that racial prejudice
still plays a critical role in the decision
about whether someone will be sentenced to
death " and that capital sentencing juries
from which opponents of capital punishment are excluded for cause are not only
more likely to sentence a defendant to
death, but are also more likely to be biased
in favor of the prosecution on the issue of
guilt.' Such systemic flaws are powerful
arguments against continuing executions in
this country. My personal experience with
death cases , although not scientifically based , should also give pause to those who take
comfort in the "fact" that death sentences
are meted out only to those most deservi.n g
of them . and only after trials. which conclusively established their guilt and adhered
scrupulously to due process principles.
In the fall of 1977. after eight years as a
criminal defense lawyer, I volunteered to
handle the case of a death row inmate for
the NAACP Legal Defense Fund . I picked
up the transcript of the trial of the State of
Georgia against David Peek late one afternoon. It comprised only ~47 pages , and I
decided to read it that evening. Peek. II)
years old. had been charged with killing his
brother and cousin in an early morning
brawl over 15-year old Pearlie Mae
Lawrence, the girlfriend of Peek' s brother.
The facts did not strike me as warranting a

death sentence-if anything the evidence
supported a reduction to manslaughter
given the "crime of passion" motive and
the indications that all the young people
had been drinking. One juror apparently
had a similar reaction-as the jury
deliberated Peek's fate after midnight on
the one-day trial, the foreman asked to see
the judge. One juror, he reported, was getting very "nervous" and wanted to be excused. Everyone agreed , without ever
speaking to the "nervous" juror, that an
alternate should be substituted . At 12:42
a.m .. according to the transcript , the first
alternate replaccil the regular juror . At
12:45 a.m . the jury reported its verdict finding Peek guilty on all counts . Then ,
although the judge recognized that "it's
later than usually you (the jury) stay up,"
the jury, after argument and instructions on
the sentencing phase, deliberated (for 22
minutes) before sentencing Peek to death .
That decision was reported at 2:07 a .m.
Surely, I thought as I finished reading the
transcript at just about the same time of
night , the question of whether a man
should live or die should be given more
thoughtful. objective consideration . •
The next case I handled for the Legal
Defense Fund had also involved very latenight delitrerations, this time after a twoday trial. The facts in State of Georgia
against Eddie W,illiam Finney were.
however , much more gruesome . Finney, 19
years old, and his co-defendant Westbrook ,
who was 44. robbed , kidnapped and sexually abused an elderly woman for whom they
had done yard work ; when a neighbor. also
an older woman , came to the victim'S aid.
the men abducted them both, drove them
into some woods, and killed them . The
crime was horrible; the evidence was
strong- why shouldn't the State put Finney
to death?
Eddie Finney has an IQ of 55 . When the
State examined him for competency to
stand trial, the tests indicated severe mental
retardation, but the psychologists concluded that Finney was faking . It was not until
collateral proceedings were instituted that a
lawyer obtained Finney's school records: at
ages 10. 14 and 16 his IQ had been reported
at below 60 . Evidence also showed that
Westbrook. who had spent half his life in
prison, exerted a strong influence over Finney . Finally, Finney's lawyer at trial all but
invited the jury to sentence his client to
death , saying·· . .. of C( urse if you considered the evidence and brought back the

KERMAN LANDS JOB
AT RUTGERS
After seven months of unemployment ,
Lewis Kerman , former BLS Assistant Dean
of Student Services. has been hired by
Rutgers Law chool in Newark. N .J . to
head up its Development Office . Kerman
was fired last summer. along with Alumni
Office Director Marvin Diller. during
Brooklyn Law School'S administrative transition .
Kerman rejoins the same school which
had employed him prior to his three-year
deanship at Brooklyn and, ironically ,
returns to the very office he occupied as
Rutgers' Executive Assistant to the Dean .
His new duties include coordination of
fund-raising efforts, publication of a
quarterly alumni bulletin and a faculty
newsletter called "Peer Revue ," operation
of a " Phone-a-thon " program in which

ing." One of his first tasks involves coordination of the school's upcoming 75th anniversary celebration honoring U.S.
Supreme Court Justice William Brennan.
In the last half year, Kerman , who
describes himself as "not tied geographicallY ." looked for work as far away as Hawaii ,
concentrating on, but not limiting himself
to, positions in education . With severaloffers imminent, he decided to accept the
Rutgers position for the balance of the spring semester , reserving job options which
could still be accepted this summer.
Although returning to Rutgers was "like a
homecoming," said Kerman , " I loved my
job at Brook.lyn , despite its faults . I felt
tremendously fulfilled and needed because
of the student contact. Counseling was such
an important part of my job . I' ll miss
tha t."

tions for

comment on "erman's di missal.
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death penalty, I honestly don't think I
When Eurus Kelly Waters heard about
could really criticize you too much for this crime, and his wife saw a newspaper
that. .. " and" . . . maybe it does make sense, sketch of the suspect which she thought
maybe Eddie' s life ought to be taken ."
resembled her husband, Kelly became very
When his own attorney referred to Finney
distraught. His sister, a registered nurse,
described his condition when she visited
as a "monstrous, monstrous human
their home at Mrs. Waters' request:
being," the jury was given no possible basis
He was in a shape that I have never see
for a sentence other than death".
Shirley Taylor is an unusual death row inhim in before ... l guess despair is the best
mate for at least two reasons . First , she is
word I can use to describe it. . . He was just
one of only 12 women among the nearly
trembling allover and the tears were
He said .
1300 prisoners currently under sentence of streaming down his face
" Baby sister, I think I may have hurt
death. Second. she is on death row for the
somebody." ... Hie was just in the very pits
murder of her husband-such "domestic"
murders very rarely result in capital murder of despair, and he said, " I've got to know.
I've got to know what happened ."
convictions , much less actual death
He cried uncontrollably the rest of the
sentences.
evening, and said he wanted to die if he had
Twice during the month before his death
Mr. Tyler fell iII-the first episode was done the k.illing . Waters had been diagnosdiagnosed as viral gastroenteritis, the se- ed as a paranoid schizophrenic three years
cond as a cerebral hemorrhage. The evening earlier; he had been treated with potent
of his death, Mr. Tyler was violently ill with anti-psychotic medication . but he stopped
stomach pains . An autopsy revealed the taking the drug two weeks before the killcause of death as parathion poisoning. A ings. He seems to have been in a "blackout
half teaspoon of Phoskil, a pesticide spread period " during the week of the snootings;
throughout the Tyler home by the victim's unlike in Finney's case, no one disputed his
mother , had proven fatal. Shirley Tyler: sincerity or the genuineness of his mental ilafter extensive questioning, said that she lness. Nevertheless , the jury , perhaps
had put some of the poison in Tyler's chili swayed by intense pre-trial publicity , imand beans . She stated that her husband posed a death sentence .
The next case 1 became involved with is
threatened to hurt her son (by a previous
marriage) and that "I could not stand this familiar to many readers of the JNs/inian .
As part of a seminar on the eighth amendbecause he hurt him onte before ."
The defense strategy at trial was unclear. ment. twenty-two BLS students helped to
The possibility that Tyler was harming his write a certiorari petition that removed
family was barely alluded to; other likely Larry Dean Smith from Oklahoma'S death
defenses were not developed . The case was row . The facts of this case have been
tried rather like a poor first-round trial ad- described elsewhere '-the BLS community
vocacy competition-which should perhaps is rightly proud of its role in rectifying what
not be SUrprising given that Mrs . Tyler's would have been an egregious miscarriage
assigned attorney had passed the Georgia of justice . Lest the argument be made. howbar examination just four months before ever. that the reversal of Smith's conviction
the trial. ' More surprising may be the shows that the system does work , that a
affirmance of this death sentence by the Su- conviction not supported by the evidence
preme COUrt of Georgia. which is required will not be permitted to stand , and no one
to vacate death sentences "unless in similar will go to his or her death without thorough
cases throughout the state the death penalty and conscientious review by seve ral levels of
has been imposed generally .'" The court's appellate courts, we should remember a
conclusion that death ·sentences are usually number 'of unsettling facts .
First, at the moment Larry Dean Smith's
imposed in situations such as Shirley Tyler's
relied on a remarkably strained definition death sentence was affirmed by the Ok laCuntinued on page 8
of what cases are "similar."

FACULTY VOTES TO
IMPLEMENT DAY CARE
By Rilla Gerson
On Wednesday. February I. 19R4 . the
faculty passed a resolution submitted by
Professor Gary Minda which created an
advisory commillee to study the feasibility
01 opening a day care facility at Brooklyn
Law School. with a target date of opening
the center by January I'>IM5 . The commiltee
will consis t of three faculty members . tWO
admPnistrators and two student s . At pre s
time L .:an Trager would not release the
name ~ of the members of the commiltee .
because all of t he members have not yet
been Chosen . H owever. Profe Sor Mar yellen J-ullerton told the Justinian that she
had agreed to serve on the commiltee.
Trager said that the Chairman of the Committee (who e name i not yet released) will
ask the president of the ' tudent Bar Association to desig nate the tWOst uden t member
of the committee .

The proposal. which calls for a day care
center to be established at Broo klyn Law
School has been interpreted by most faculty
members to mean that if feasible. a center
will be established . Dean Trager said
"There is a presumpt ion that if it can be
done . we will try to do it. If it turns out
there are enormous problems-for example
with licen ing . or an enormous r"ancial
obligcHio n required-we would not be able
to do it." Neith er the facult :y n o r the admtnistra tio n has the rinal auth o rity o n in:tl uttng a day care center: the plan m u ~ t be
approved by t he Board of Tur tee~ Trager
alO tnat \I lilt! la~Ully ano aUllllClllldllll1l

recommend establi hment of a day care
center to the Board of Trustees. he sees no
re~on why the Board would not go along
with the proposal. He said . "The Board
almost always goes along with the faculty
and the Dean ."
The faculty also passed an interim proposal which wo uld create a day c ar information office starting March I . II)M4
Direct or of
dministration and Student
Serv ice~ Ro bin Si kin is implementing the
plan which includes assignment of an office
and allocation of funds to staff the office .
The office will be open Mondays, Tuesday;
and Wednesdays from lUll AM to 12 :JO
PM . and Wednesdays and Thursdays from
I:<XI PM to 7:0() PM The office would serve
eight function : (I) provide parent with information as to what is avai lable to t hem in
the realm of child care; (2) et up co ntacts
with in titutional day care centers in an effort to advise parent; of openings as they
become available; (.1) match up parent by
, chedule and neighborhood who have an interest in reciprocal babysitting : (4) match
up pa rents who would be interested in hiring one siller for tWO or more chi ldren ; (5)
relay messages to parents in emergencies;
(b) assist in collecting data nad in formation
relevant to establishing a permanent day
care facility ; ( ) take applications from
students interested in upplementing their
income by providing child care ; ( ) bring
together people who will benefit from a
futu re day care center so tha t t heir needs
~ill be kno,,"n

Cuntinued on paf!,e 13
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very good about our team's performance ."
Jennifer Marre, Joseph Pickard and
William Touret represented BLS at the
Marshall- Wythe National Moot Court
Competition on Federal Jurisdiction held
February 24th and 25th in Williamsburg,
By S. . . L. MerrtI
Virgin ia. In first and secon~ round competiton against Wake Forest and MarshallThe intermural moot court season got
Wythe, argument centered on whether the
underway in mid-February as two Brooklyn
state is a suable " person" under a federal
Law School teams competed in Philadelstatute holding any "person" liable for inphia and Williamsburg and a third prepared
flicting civil rights deprivation on another
for regional rounds in Camden .
person while acting under color of state
The Criminal Procedure Moot Court
law; and whether a law prohibiting comTeam attained a new level of achievement
pensation to surrogate mothers is an unfor BLS by reaching the quarter finals of
constitutional invasion of privacy .
the Eastern Regional Criminal Procedure
Although the team was eliminated after
Moot Court Competiton held in Philadelthe first two rounds, the oralists felt they
phia February 16th through the 19th . Team
had argued at their best and were pleased
members James Glasser. Jim Miller and
with their performance . Joseph Pickard
Anne Ryan argued both sides of a search
said
that a representative of the Virginia
and seizure issue and a sixth amendment
Trial Lawyers Association critiquing the
o bjection to the use of peremptory
team " had very good things to say" about
challenges in jury selection to exclude
its performance and that the experience of
minorities. The team faced Temple Univerarguing in a strange environment was a very
sity Law School, host of the event, and
valuable one .
Pittsburgh University. emerging victorious
The Jessup Team is scheduled to argue
from this first round in which half of the 17 .
next weekend. March 2nd and 3rd. in the
chools were eliminated .
regional rounds of the Phillip Jessup InterIn the quarter finals, BL ' advanced
national Moot Court ompetition at the
against Seton Hall Law School in front of a
Camden campus of Rutgers University
tough panel of judges who advanced only
' chool of Law . BLS has been very ucone leam to the semi-finals; that team, St.
cessful in previous years in this competiJohn's University. was the eventual overall
tion
. Last year's team finished second
winner of the competiton . Speaking for the
overall and won best memorial (best brief) .
team on its performance. James Glasser
The 1978 team took first place honors in
said. "J im and Anne argued beautifully .
this National Competition . Sarah Thoma We were proud to represent Brooklyn Law
Gonzalez. one of four members of this
School. We were very well received and the
year's team . attributes that consistent sucother schools thought highly of our presencess to the extensive first year International
talion .'· Josh Mallin , president of the Moot
Moot Court Competition from which the
our! Honor society who accompanied the
team i ultimately selected . "Thanks to the
Criminal Procedure team to Philadelphia.
COnlinued on page J J
said . "I've een a lot of teams and I felt

MOOT COURT
NEWS

ALLAN ON THE AIR
By Mart. Bloch

Maintenance, Custody, and Support-with

Professor Richard Allan enjoys working
in broadcasting studios. Before going to
Law School he pent twelve years as a successfultelevison director at C B ' ' tudios in
New York City . Last Sunday. I-ebruary
17th . from 9-10 p.m .. Richard Allan returned to the St udio . this time to speak to
the New York metropolitan area about divorce law and personal relationships. Entitled "Coping and Crumbling." the program was part of WABC-Talk Radio Ellen
(joodblatt\ weekly ~ erie ~ on "Getting
Together"
Profe sor Allan admitted being nervou ~
prior to the sh ow After all. it'~ not every
day une get!> to speak to e\\ York Cit y.
ew Jersey. and Connecticut . How did he
combat his jilter~? "I walked up and down
~ixth Avenue with a cup of coffee in my

a stipend granted him by Dean Trager .
Topics of conversation Sunday night in duded : the problems with long distance
relationships. t he benefits of joint custody
to the children of divorced parent~. the
right~ of granllparents after the divorce.
and how to find a good divorce lawyer
(Professor Allan believe~ one should shop
around because "you get what you pay
for" where legal service~ are concerned)
One caller asked Professo r Allan what the
right~ were of a divorced ~pouse who had
put hi ~ / her part ner through graduate
~c ho o l. a predicament commonly referred
to a~ the "g raduation divorce" (Thi~
ounded !> u ~ piciou1>l y like a Moot <- ourt
problem prese ntly under consideration in
Profe wr Hut~on' 3 Legal 'A riting da s~
\\ ell aware t hat ~ome BLS student may call

Prof. Ala.

1M ai,.1 WAIC
in . Professur A Ilan evaded a direct answer
hy ,tating that the pouse definitely had
right~ . but that the New York court llf :\ppeals had not yet spoken as to how to div ide
up a graduate degree) .
The rest of t he program .:entered un pre01-....
If any of hi~ jitter remained they were marital live-in relationship, ~purred by a
well-hidden beneath a confident yet casual Yllung female caller who asked his advi!>e a~
'>peaking vo ice Since he was billed a!> a di- III whether ~he !>hould move in "lith her
boyfriend. Pro fes!>or .\Ilan re~ponded that
~orce lawyer and prominent Professo r o f
Law at Hrooklyn Law School (Profe~sor it depended on t he age category one fit!> inIll . whether marriage was an imminent pro\lIan insisted t hat the school'~ name be
mentioned during the show) the program ,pect. and whether one wanted .:hildren He
was very popular that night Six listeners felt that living with ~ome()ne one care~
.:alled with 4ue~tions during the hour long about i~ healthy (at pre ·ent. both of his own
,how " Uivorce create the audience." he children live wit h people tll whom they are
\a id "The Ii~teners are hurting . They want not married) Huwever. he cautioned his feto be pointed toward so mething or someone male li s tener ~ to be wary of their "bioIllgical dm:k .. He felt that a live-in
who will save them ." Considering the debilitated state of marriage in our ~ociety. the relalUn~hip at 211 or at 411 year~ old was fine .
but that a JII year o ld woman who_muve!> in
lawyer play~ a key role in the "sa lvation ."
Richard Allan's conce rn ~ about divorce and wit h her lover as a segue into a marriage
the law do not !>top here . In addition tu which never materialize!> muld be as king
lor trouble if she want to have children
teac~ing Domestic Relations at BLS and
When asked about the legal ramification
handling a number of divorce case!> in hi
llwn private practi.:e . thi~ ~ummer Pro- ul a live-in relationship . Profes or Allan
'>aid that the "day~ uf naive romance are
fe!>~or .\lIan will complele his treatise on
uver" He said t hat prior to moving in wi! h
New York family law -New York : Divorce,
Continued on page 13
01

hand singing "Tea for Two" out loud ." he
~aid ,\n original method of calming one~elr. but it seemed to work By the time
l:.lIen (joodblatt introduced Professor :\1 Ian hi!> coffee wa3 cold and he wa "lJ51170

... ..

You mean .... This isn't Moose Court? ? ?

PRO-TYPE

Word Processing
and Typing Service
Resumes • Cover Letters • Mailing Lists • Legal

Reasonable· Fast

377-6281

https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1984/iss2/1

~
~Questron
CORPORATION
Questron Corporation is seeking University and
Commun ity Representatives and Coordinators.
Excellent and lucrative opportunity for reliable
and ambitions personnel.
Ideal for students; set your own hours. Earn next
year's tuition before summer.
Personnel hired at this time will have the option
to continue full-time throughout the summer.
Graduating this year? Many permanent posi·
tions are available, too.
To apply, send a self-addressed, stamped,
business-size envelope. Application form and information will reach you by return mail.

Questron Corporation
Suite 204
2012 Grove Avenue
Richmond , VA 23220
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NON-SENIORS

MARCH IS THE MONTH!
THE COMPLETE PACKAGE OF NON-SENIOR
EARLY ENROLLMENT ADVANTAGES
WILL ONLY BE OFFE~D UNTIL MARCH 16

Since most of you will eventually take a bar review
course, it makes sense to enroll now in BRC, the
nation's fastest growing bar review course and receive
early benefits. You pay only a SSO down payment, and
receive the following:

First & Second
Year Students

-BRC OUTLINES THROUGHOlTT LAW SCHOOL: Pre·
enrollment in BRC entitles you to BRC Law Summaries, the finest
bar review materials available: ror usc during I.... school. These Law
Summaries arc replaced with anew, revised SC't when you beain actual bar preparation in our course.
-JOSEPHSON ISSUE GRAPHS (JIGS) : Special visual study
&ids-very popular!
-GUARANTEED COURSE PRICE: Stop innation! ByenroUing
now, you assure yoursetr or your bar review course at existing prices .
-BRC "BUDDY BUCKS": Our "TeU a friend" carnpajan entitles
you to S20 ror each rriend who enrolls with BRe. Our Campus Reps
have Buddy Bucks ror distribution.
-BIG DISCOUNTS ON CES MA TDUALS: First and second )'e&1
enrollees will be entitled to at least a 10'1. discount on all CES le,al
study &.ids, includin,the "Sum" Substance or Law" books and lec·
hare cassette tapes, wrillcn and delivered by some or the nation'S
moll ouutandina law prolason (many author Lhe major required
law lChoolttxU).
-EXAM WJU11NG L£CnJJU: CASSETTE: First year enroUtes
receive Yaluable "How To Write Law Schol £urns" lecture by Professor Michael Josephson (Standard C·90 audiocasscue)

Save Money And Receive
Continuous Support
From
Josephson CES/BRC
America's ........ ""..... I
Finest Aca~en:ic~

E / ,."

•

= ~ ~". ".
~

,.....

\\\\\\\"
_ .... 1111111

'''"11 ...... •

FREE MULTISTATE PROFESSIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY COURSE:

In states requiring the MPRE, BRC
provides special law Summary,lecture
and t~sting for BRC enrollees at no extra
cost. ($50 to non·BRC enrollees).

Marlno-JOSePhson/BRC
10 East 21st St, RM. 1206, NY, NY, 10010
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

ON YOUR TOES
By Stevee Eilnsteill
Seeing On Your Toes was something of a
personal experience for me. I first saw Galina Pan ova in Leningrad where she appeared with the Kirov Ballet. I had never
seen such fluidity of form , such incredible
grace. She moved as if Byron had used her
as a model for his poetry . It was because of
her presence that I was so anxious to see On
Your Toes. Unfortunately the years take
their toll and add their pounds. Galina
Panova is not the dancer she once was. Her
dancing in this play amoun ts to nothing
mo re than a few tentative steps followed by
a grateful dive into a pile of cushions, a sad
reminder of former glories .
Yet I thoroughly enjoyed the play . Fortunately, Galina Panova is no t the only attractio n. The score by Rogers and Hart
does not offer many standards but it is considerably solid . The o ne song which most
people are probably familar with is
"There' s A Small H otel" but many o f the
lesser known songs come as pleasan t surprises, especiall y " Silent Night." I must
confess to being a bit prej udiced where
music is concerned . My tastes run to the Big
Ba nd Era and my fa vorite radio station is
WNEW-AM , bu t 1 cannot help but feel
that anyone wo uld enj oy this score . The
music is crisp and clean , the lyrics are
deceptively simple . yet it is the very
simplicity o f the music which shows its
genius.
The plot too is quite simple . Set in 1936 .
the year of its debut . On Your Toes is the
story of a young man who leaves his
family's vaudeville act to become a music
teacher. When one of his pupils writes a
.azz ballet. the teacher tries to convince a

Russian ballet company to prodflce it. This,
along with a pair of incidental love stories ,
is the entire plot. It is enough though to
serve as a backdrop. The plot is not the
most important thing in this play, nor is the
music . That spot is reserved for the dancing .
The dancing throughout the show is
outstanding, with the sad exception of
Panova, but there is one high spot. perhaps
the most exciting ten minutes of theater in
the last decade . "Slaughter On Tenth
Avenue" is the grand finale of the play and
its focal point . It is a ballet so exciting that.
had I been alone. I would have been standing on top of my seat to watch it. No other
comment is necessary than that " Slaughter
On Tenth Avenue" is the only ballet ever to
evolve from a Broadway musical comedy to
the repertoire of a major dance company.
the New York C ity Ballet.
One note should be made of the production itself. On Your Toes is probably the
most accurate revival of a mu sical comedy
ever done . Great pains were taken to confo rm this productio n to the original.
George Abbott , the original d irector, was
hired to repeat that role as was Geo rge
Balanchine. the guiding hand behind the
o riginal choreography . The original orchestrations of the songs have been revived
and Hans Spilake who created them is once
more in charge . Finally. the script is the
1936 one. not some modernized version as
is so prevalent in common revivals .
On Your Toes is playing at the Virginia
Theater on West 52nd Street. It stars Galina
Panova, Lara Teeter. George S. Irving , Kit ty Carlisle, George De La Pena and
C hristine Andreas. I heartily recomme~d it .

Acco •• ttlla COilfeftMe

A conference on Malpractice Liability of
Accounting Firms will be held in the Moot
Courtroom of the Hofstra University
School of Law on Tuesday, March 13 at
3:30 p.m. There is no fee for the program,
which is designed for lawyers, acountants,
businessmen and corporate finance executives . Further information is available at
(516)560-6817.
The scope of liability, and rulings by the
courts under common law and securities
law , will be presented by attorneys Alvin M .
Stein Esq . and Joel M . Wolosky Esq ., partners in the law firm of Parker Chapin Flattau & Klimpl. The accountant 's view will be
presented by Richard Kron, certified public
accountant and attorney. Partner in charge
of Touche Ross & Company, Long Island
office .
Panel members will be Robert Katz,
Associate Professor of Accounting Hofstra
School of Business. a specialist in tax accounting; and Associate Professors o f Law
M. Patricia Adamski and Mitchell Gans of
the Hofstra Law School, specialists in
securities and ta x laws. There will be a question and answer period .
Eric J . Schmertz, Dean of Hofstra
University School of Law and Herman A .
Berliner, Dean of the School of Business.
will convene and moderate the program .
Concepts of privacy . errors in judgment .
misrepresentation, reckless conduct and
disclosure standards as viewed by the
courts. are among topics to be discussed .

Old Friends

Is it true that 1982-83 first-year section 3
is really having a reunion party on Wednesday. April 4 at 7:30 PM in the lounge?

Summer Vacations

CHEAP
Call Phyllis
(212) 064-9831
After 4 pm

A COMPANY CALLED
M.J. & K.

PERSONALS & CLASSIFIEDS
The Justinian will print classified ads submitted by members of the Brooklyn Law
School Community. There will be a charge
of $1 .00 per 25 words with a maximum of
50 words per ad . Ads may be submitted for
the next issue by April 4.

This' year's Cler kship Committee activities will follow this scenario:
March 8, 1984: A symposium will be held
by the Placement Office and Clerkship
Committee, in the student lounge, to acquaint students with judicial clerking and
with the work of the Clerkship Committee .
We will have available not only committee
members. but also Brooklyn Law School
graduates who have clerked on state trial
appellate and high courts, federal district :
circuit , bankruptcy and magistrate courts .
In addition, we will invite the attendance of
faculty members who have served as clerks
so that they too can answer students' ques~
tions. Application packets or Clerkship
Committee "screening" will be explained
and distributed . While the program is
primarily for 2nd year students, 3rd year
students and alumni are welcome to participate; however, please note that these
post graduate clerkships commence in the
Fall of 1985 .
March 22 , 1984: Deadline (5:00 p.m.) for
filing applications in the Placement Office.
March 22-30, 1984: The Placement Office will organize all applicants' files.
March 30, 1984: A pplicants' files will be
sent to the interview subcommittee . A copy
of the covering letter will be sent to the interviewee so that he/ she can contact the interviewer to set up an appointmen t. A list
of applicants will also be sent to each faculty member so that anyone who wishes to.
may also conduct an interview(s) and make
an evaluation(s) and report(s).
April 2- 13 . 1984 : Interviews will be conducted .
April 18. 1984: All files will have been
returned to the Placement Office by the interviewers with their evaluations and
recommendations by this date.
April 25-27, 1984: The Clerkship Committee will meet to finalize it s recommendations.
April 27 -May 31, 1984: All recommendation letters will be prepared and all files
assembled .
July 9, 1984: The Placement Office will
mail files and recommendations to all
judges who have requested screening.

Attentio n: STUDENT GROUPS
All student organizations are invited to
contribute to Justinian. Please inform us of
upcoming forums, meetings and other
events. If we know about it , we'll write
~bout it. Deadline for next issue is April 4 .

******* * ** ********* *

" I'm telling you Entertainment
Law bas got no future. I'm joining
the staff of the Justinian."
** * ** *** * * **** ** * ** *

THE OFFICIAL BOOKSTORE OF
BROOKLYN LAW SCHOOL

212-780-7998

All Books Are Discounted
Diplomas Laminated
Typeset Resumes Services
FALL SEMESTER HOURS
Monday ••••• 11 :00-6:00
1\Jesday ..... 11 :00-6:30
Wednesday .. 11 :00-6:30
Thureday .... 11 :00.;6:00
Friday ••.•••. 10:00-2:00

https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1984/iss2/1
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CAPITAL
PUNISHMENT
C~ntinued from page 8

The Austln-Amertc:en StMMman
lfnit,edF8I.ture5yDdlcate

United Feature Syndicate: Reprinted with Permission of Ben Sargent.

You'll get first hand experience in the
courtroom right from the start. In three
years, you could handle more than 3,000
cases in a wide variety of subjects from
international to contract~ to criminal law.
If you think you have
what it takes to be a

homa Court of Criminal Appeals, he had
exhausted a number of rights .. He no longer
had a right to a state-appointed attorney as
an indigent. In Smith's case, as in the cases
of most death row inmates, he had to rely
for further appeals on volu'nteer counsel.
Smith was particularly lucky to secure not
one lawyer. but twenty-three legal minds
dedicated to vindicating his rights . Smith
also no longer had a right to a virtually
automatic stay of his death sentence. In addition to seeking to reverse the sentence and
conviction on the merits, his lawyer, working without fee or funds , would be forced
to scramble to undo execution dates set
with persistent frequency despite pending
legal proceedings.
Another case involved. n'ke Finney's. a
defendant with a severe mental disability .
Two women were fishing on Jekyll Island .
Suddenly a man approached them. threatened them with a shothun and marched
them into some nearby woods . At gunpoint. he sexually molested one of the women; then he shot them both . killing one insta n0y and inflicting fatal wounds from
which the other died five days later.
Second, assignment of Smith' s case to
Assistant Attorney General David W. Lee
was a stroke of extraordinary good fortune .
Other prosecutors had thought the conviction and death sentence perfectly ap-

Marine Corps Officer and lawyer, talk with
the Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer
when he visi~ your campus. More than
190,000 Marines could use your service.

Have

Maybe you can be one oflJ5.

190,000 clients
from the start.

propriate despite the very same lack of
evidence; Lee could have maintained that
position, but didn't. Even once he decided '
that he personally did not agree with the
death penalty for Smith, Lee could still
h'ave defendeq tbe sentence in the Supreme
Coun . Had he done so. it is overwhelmingly likely that the Court would have denied
certiorari , as it does with alarming, almost
eager frequency .
Third , even with the attorney general's
concession, the Court could have refused to
act to save Smith's life. In the Autry case,
the Texas AtJorney General agreed to stay
the execution; the Supreme Court vacated
the stay in spite of his position .
Larry Dean Smith is now off death row ,
and his indictment for murder has been dismissed . But for a series of fortuitous circumstances. however. he could be dead .
John Wayne Conner is still on Georgia's
death row-it is too soon to tell whether the
efforts of last faU's death penalty seminar
students will be as successful as those made
on behalf of Smith . Conner was convicted
and sentenced to death in Georgia for killing J .T . White. an acquaintance with whom
he had' been out drinking one Saturday
night. The men left a party, at which great
quantities of marijuana and alcohol were
consumed , to try to replenish their dwindling supply of bourbon . J .T .. who had a
reputation for being annoying when drunk ,
taunted Conner with the suggestion that he
would like to go to bed with Conner's
girlfriend . The men fought ; Conner hit J .T .
on the head with a near-empty Calvert bottle and a branch from a tree, and finally
kicked him with his sneaker. Conner was
arrested the next day hiding in a hay barn
with his girlfriend; his speeding stolen car
had been driven off the road by a state
trooper.
Conner , like most of the others described
here. should be punished for committing a
very serious crime. There is no rational
basis , however . for selecting these six defendants to be executed. while thousands of
men and women who have committed
equally heinous crimes are being sent to
prison. These death sentences are "cruel
and unusual in the same wayt that being
struck by lightning is cruel and
unusual. .. (T)he Eighth and Fourteenth
Amendments cannot tolerate the infliction
of a sentence of death under legal systems
that permit this unique penalty to be so
wantonly and so freakishly imposed ." I.

***

Footnotes
1. Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S . 153 , 184
(1976)
2. Furman v. G,eorgia, 408 U.S . 238(1972)
3. Studies by David Baldus and others
reported in New York Times, 1/ 5/ 84 , A 18 .
4. Grigsby v. Mabry. 569 F. Supp. 1273
(E.D . Ark . 1983). appeal pending, No .
83-2113 (8th Cir .• filed 8/ 8/ 83); A very v.
Hamilton . N . C -C-81-48 (W . D . N .C.
1/ 12/ 84) .

Thral l

our FLC Law Program 1st and 2nd year students can gain a commission and
upon graduation is guaranteed with
s' . . mes
.
of $20,500 to $25,500 !O start. If you would like more details call:

motion while still in law school. Employment
https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1984/iss2/1

CAPTAIN BRIAN L. N\cMlLLAN at (212) 620-6m/6na

5. Peek remain on Georgia' s death row .
His case was affirmed on collateral attack
in the state cou rts and by a federal district
court. It is pending in the II th Circuit.
6. Finney's death sentence was vacated on
the grounds that the trial judge had given
inadequate instructions on mitigating circumstances. Finney v. Zant. 709 , F. 2d 643
(11th Cir. 1983) . At a new penalty hearing.
he was again sentenced to death .
7. At Press time, a federal district court
agreed that Tyler' s attorney did not provide
adequate assistance under the sixth amendment. Tyler' s death sentence was vacated
on that ground and on the ground that inadequate instructions were given on mitigating circumstances. I do not know
whether the state plans to proceed with a
new penalty hearing .
8. Moore v. State , 2339G . 861 . 2 13 S.E.2d
829 (1979)
9. Justinian , Vol. XLIII No. 4, 11 / 21/83
New York Times Editorial, 2125 / 84 .
10. Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S . at 309-1 0
(Stewart , J . , concurring) .
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LEITERS

CONTINUED

CHANGE OF REINS

Continued/rom page 2
Continued/rom poge J
knowledge of his perspective, something of
which he demanded of the class as intimate
and thorough a knowledge as he possesses.
He has stated that the fact that as many
people did as badly as they did indicates
that the fault for all the bad grades "lies in
the pit and not at the lectern ." Logically, it
indicates the exact opposite.
.
Lest this letter be construed and dismissed as the irate ravings of a disgruntled law
student, I should make clear that I respect
Prof. Holzer's achievements in the
academic and legal fields; this letter is not
intended as a personal attack on him .
However, his expectations are both
unreasonable and unfair from people who
do not possess his level of expertise .
Given the foregoing, I wish to have this
matter reviewed . The discretion that attends "academic freedom" has been
abused in this situation. Thank you .
Sincerely yours ,
PhiHp Ba ..ch

So what is the solutio!¥? There is no easy
one. But there is one thai, in my opinion,
would be most fair to the Brooklyn Law
School community as a whole. A number of
concerned students, both in and out of the
class in question believe that a given examination was unfair . A teacher believes
that they are wrong . As I see It, it is the
responsibility of the faculty to resolve this
issue definitively by looking into the allegations of both parties and making a determination as to the reasonableness of the examination grades as accurate indications of
the amount of knowledge gained . As a
former teacher, I am not unsympathetic to
the issue of academic freedom . Even a
statement unequivocally backing the independence of each faculty member would
be a step toward clearing the air. However,
I believe that we are faced here with issues
that affect students and teachers at this
school very closely and instead I urge you to
consider this matter seriously and resolve it
as fairly and equitably as you are able .
Sincerely yours,
Michael H, Arwe
To the Collective:
Let 's set the record straight. It is patently
untrue that no one has come to Professor
Holzer' s defense. Rather, the voices of
those few who did so were initially drowned
out by the outcry occasioned by the posting
of his grades .
Those who did rally to this unpopular
cause know who they are. this writer included . I also happen to be one of those who
fared rather poorly on THE FINAL. Now .
let's put the blame squarely where it
belongs . I screwed up and my grade
reflected that. Those who performed well
on the exam got what they deserved. The
exams were graded objectively. yes, I succumbed and inquired about my exam-the
response from Professor Holzer merely
confirmed my own thoughts as to where I
went wrong. As a matter of fact , quite few
of those who actually went over their exams
in detail with him came to very much the
same conclusion .
Professor Holzer's statements that he felt
that our class' performance reflected a
marked lack of effort must be placed in
proper perspective. There were students
who. by their constant class participation.
. gave at least the impression that they
worked long and hard throughout the
semester. This is not to say that the rest of
the students (and they comprised the majority of the class) did not work just as long
and hard . Their in-clas performance.
however. did . Of course. shooting one's
mouth off in class is not the only (or best)
indication of one's efforts: but , outside of
the final. it is the only one available to a
professor. Thus, Professor Holzer' s disappointment with our class cannot be said to
have been wholly unwarranted .
The simple fact of the matter is that all
the work you put in during a semester ain 't
worth a damn unless you produce on the
final. The allegation that Professor Holzer
did not test what he taught is nothing more
than sour grapes (whining) . Yes , the man
has an ego, his teaching is geared towards
his own personal viewpoint and his style is,
at times, abrasive . However, he is also extremely competent , thorough, stimulating
and interesting. And he puts his cards on
the table . There were not surprises on the
final, either in content or in form .
One final note . A word of warning to
those whose logic and sense of reason extend only so far as to cry, "But I' m a 90
student-I can't get a - in Con Law:' or
" .. .everyone curves, so should he" I can't
wait to hear their reaction when they suffer
thier first legal setback (and everyone uffers at least one such setback. even top ten
pe~centers and Law Reviews). "But yvur
Honor ... "
David Klein
COnllnued un page 12

The /ollowing letfer was sent to Dean
Trager with a copy fO Justinian:
Dear Dean Trager ,
I am writing to you regarding the recent
controversy over Professor Holzer's course
in 'constitutional law , in an attempt to express to you my concern , and that of many
of my classmates, about its affect on the
Brooklyn Law School community .
As a veteran of Professor Holzer's legal
process course, I was, obviously, familiar
with his style of teaching . In fact , I switched
into his section for that very reason, believing that Professor Holzer' s less-t hanneutral approach to the material would produce more heated discussion . UnfortunateIy , the extent of Professor Holzer's
predisposition even I did not foresee. and
the net result was a far from satisfying one
for either teacher or student. As Professor
Holzer repeatedly stressed the same anticollectivist points , regardless of the specific
area of constitutional law in question. the
class quickly assumed a defensive attitude
toward his "preaching," with discussion
taking on a sporadic and uninspired
character.
I have already heard of Professor
Holzer's comment regarding the "poor
quality" of our class and can easily understand why he . felt there was a problem.
However, the point of this letter is not to
deny that this problem existed , but to call
into question Professor Holzer' S unprofessional handling of the situation.
I am well aware of Professor Holzer's
posit ion as a well-respected litigator with a
national reputation . However, I feel it is
important to recognize the difference between knowing the law and teaching it. The
purpose of any teacher , whether he is at the
elementary or post-graduate level , is to impart knowledge, in this case knowledge of
the elements of constitutional law . If a
teacher seriously believes , as Professor
Holzer has said he did , that his students are
generally not acquiring the necessary
knowledge, it is his resPonsibilit-yL..~~"fi~d
O~t why and if the fault lies in part with
him, to Correct that fault.
Whether this effort was made,. qbYIOUSIY
I' have no way of knowing. But what is
known by everyone in the Booklyn Law
School community is the totally uncharacteristic nature of the final examination grades given out by Professor Holzer .
Admittedly there are a number of possible
ways to explain these grades and blindly
assuming the test was unreasonable is not
better than blindly assuming the opposite.
The bottom line remains that Professor
Holzer gave an examination on the
knowledge he was responsible for conveying, and the class, as a unit , did between
eight and twelve full points poorer on that
examination then on any other one that I
https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1984/iss2/1
have seen at this school.

by outside judges and faculty ," said Miller.
some controvery as to whether this year's
"If Honor Society members are interested
Board can select their successors. since Arin participating as judges as they have been ticle IV . S2c of the Society'S constitution
in the past , we expect that it will happen states that , "The Officers shall receive, to
again," said Walter, "I don't expect that
be elected. a plurality of the votes cast by
there will be a conflict because my guess is the members of the society ." According to
that (despite) any ... people we can get
Miller. the Executive Board will be elected
through effort to contact alumni ... I'm sure as required by the Constitution. and, he
that there will still be an opportunity (for said. the Constitution is difficult to change .
Society members) to act as judges."
Mallin said that the Constitution is currentAccording to Mallin, approximately 140 ly being rewritten . "Ron Kaplan has begun
rounds were held in last year's competition, doing preliminary work on it, ' he said .
with three judges per round, which means However . Kaplan said , "No progress has
that 420 judges were needed . "By any pro- been made at all .. Whether its going to be
cess that means we need students to judge changed this semester or not I can't say."
as well as outside people." he said. Mallin Kaplan explained that due 10 more immediintends to hold a meeting, tentatively sche- ate concerns regarding the Society's day-toduled for Thursday. March 8. wherein day functions . revision is not now viable .
Society members will be given the oppor- There are "inconsistencies" in the present
tunity to volunteer as judges . In past years Constitution, said Kaplan . which would
judging has been a requirement for Society justify a rewriting .
members. said Mallin . Although this will
The Constitution does not specifically
not be a requirement this ·year. "there will provide for a complete rewriting, although
be other requirements that we're still work - /\rticle VI entitled "Amendment" states:
ing out on an executive board level ," he "I . The Contititution shall be amended in
said .
the following manner : a petition stating the
The Moot Court National Team will parproposed amendment and signed by a maticipate in a "demonstration round" for
jority of the member of the society. shall
first year students as well as writing
be presented to the Chairperson for preseninstructors and prospective student judges.
tation to the entire membership .
said Walter. Following this round . writing
"2 . To be adopted . proposed amendment s
instructors will meet to discuss judging
should have been adequately publicized for
standards . After this meeting. Walter said.
a period of at least ten (IU) academic days
Professor Ursula Bentele will hold a
prior to a scheduled vote. and shall have
meeting with student judges to discuss judgbeen approved by a two-thirds ( 2/ 3) vote of
ing standards. In this way it is hoped that
the entire membership."
judging standard will be consistent.
Mallin said the Executive Board must
Choosing Society Members
determine how and if Article VI applies to
Society members will be chosen through
the rewriting. as opposed to the amending.
a Fall competition as in the past. said
Miller. although the possibility of having . of the Constitution .
Mallin also questioned whether the Sociemore than two oral arguments as now rety needs a Constitution under which to
quired. is being discussed; However , "perfunction since this is an SBA funding reformance in the first year competition
won't affect the liklihood of getting into the quirement. and the Society is not funded by
the SB/\ but by the administration . If this
Society." he said. In past years. the Moot
Court Honor Society has invited top scorers is the case. Mallin said there could be a vote
to kill the Constitution without proposing a
. from the mandatory rounds to argue a senew one. Law Review and the International
cond round. Top scorers in this second
round were conferred with the status of Law Journal. which are both funded by the
"eligibles" for the Society. Eligibles had to administration. each have a C<>nstitution.
meet a lower threshold score than non- although neither is sure whether t hey are reeligibles in the Fall competition for admit- quired to have one .
Mallin said he is confident that the Contance to the Society . "Eligible status will be
eliminated:' said Miller. "We found it very stitution will be rewritten before the new
Executive Board is chosen and this Board'~
difficult having a two-tier kind of acceptance where we would have people who got term is up . Section V of the Society's Byon due to eligibility status" and no n- Laws states that the present Board's tenure
eligibles. who cored better. who did not get expires on March I . However. according to
on . On the other hand . said Mallin . Mallin. this portion of the By- Laws was
"eligibles who didn't get o n had their ex- changed in October . 1983. by a ~nanimou s
vote of the Executive Board so that the
pectati ons dashed."
Miller said that having the Fall competi- Hoard's term in office coincides with the
tion in this way will "give us greater contro l academic year. (Article VII requires a two01 membership selection." ince the Society thirds (2/ 3) vote of the Executive Board to
will write the problem and grade the briefs change the By-L aws.) There are no written
for the tirst round . In this way we can minutes to the October Board meeting. said
"analyze everyone . in the same problem. Mallin .
Intermunl Competitions
which we feel is important." Mallin said.
The 'ociety will still have exclusive conTentatively . the Society will choose its
13 intermural moot court comtrol
over
the
general membership in the Fall and the National Team in the Spring. said Miller. It petitions. However. the Soceity will no
has been "traditional that the National longer appoint student coordinators for inTeam has been chosen out of the intramural termural competitions. said Mallin. but the
competition . As far as I know there is no ef- position of vice-president. whose sole function is to coordinate these competitions.
fort to change that," said Holzer.
will be added as a revision to the Society'S
Next Year's Executln Board
At the Society'S first meeting this Constitution .
Third Year Members' office Hours
seme ter. Mallin said that Execut ive Board
Third year Society members may not be
members for next year would be chosen by
the present Board based on each member's required to keep office hours as in the past.
in put in the first year competition Si nce said Mallin . "There' no use giving office
this is no longer possible. Mallin said next hours just to say people were given office
year's Board would instead be chosen on hours ... Their funcion was primarily to do
the basis of their input in "other activit'ies the work that was to be done 'for the first
we have planned." He would not yet de- year competition:' he said . Miller. who was
scribe what tnese " other activities" includ- not aware that the policy concerning office
hours might change said . "It would be my
ed .
trong recommenda tion that office hours
This policy of choo mg new Board
members. as stated by Mallin . is inconsis- be maintained no matter what the ca e. to
tent with the Society 's
n titulion , whi h maintain the presence of Moot Court Honrequtres that elections be held . There is or Society."
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The More Things Change . .. Department
Open Letter to Faculty

Reprinted from Justinian, May 7, 1979

To the BLS faculty: Representatives of the evening and day

·t
F a C ulty Denl-es Moot Court Cre d1
By Steve Berlin
The BLS faculty rejected a
Itmal proposal to award credit to
Moot Court Honor Society mem[bers at their April meeting.
The proposal was submitted
for a vote by a faculty committee
haired
by
Prof.
Milton
iGershenson shortly after the
Honor Society faBed in its efforts
o elect an executive board for
next year, according to Andy En~el, chairperson of the Honor
Svciety.
The executi~e board. posted
notice of upcomIng electlOns for
two weeks, as is standard proceriure, he said, but no one wanted
~o run for the Board.
Engel attributes the lack of
,nterest to the fact that unlike the
Law Review and Journal ofInternational Law, Honor Society
members receive no credit for the
time and effort they put into
serving the schooL
The defeated credit proposal
would have given one credit to
each executive board member for
each semester, one credit to each
interscholastic team member for
each semester of competition, and
one credit to each problem leader
for the semest er 0 f the Moo t

..
Court. program. In addltIO,n, En-

g~l SaId, Prof. Gers~enson s comrmttee added a reqUIrement that.a
student must have an academIC
aver:age of at least 85 an~ must
put In at ~east 6.0 hours of tIme for
each credit received.
..,
The first year competItIon 18
run completely ~y the ~o?or Soc
iety members wlth a minImum 0
faculty assistance, said Engel.
However, he stressed. that the
competition is techmca~y an
academic requirement whIch the
faculty should be administerin~.
Engel and Charles Platt, Vlcechairperson of the Honor Society
first approached the faculty with
a credit proposal in July , 1978.
The faculty decided to table the
proposal and assigned it to an adhoc committee chaired by Prof.
Richard Allan. Prof. Allan's committee was conducting a reevaluation of the first year legal research and moot court programs.
"I got the impression they asked us to join because they had no
idea how moot court functions ,"
said Engel.
The faculty rejected the committee's final proposal which
ed th first year p gram
separa~
e
ro

r

from the Honor SOciety. Under
the proposal, first year students
would prepare a legal research assignment in the fall anCl write a
brief for oral argument on the
same topic in the spring. They
would be advised by faculty members and teaching assistants
drawn from Honor Society who
would receive credit for their
participation.
Engel and Platt again approachedthefacultywiththeirinitial credit proposal in March, after completion of'the first year
program. They were then directed to Prof. Gef'l;henson's committee.
Prof. Bailey Kuklin, who was
a member of Prof.. Allan's committee, and is a member of Prof.
Gershenson's committee, said he
did not believe that the faculty
rejection of the proposal was an
objection per se to the idea of credit for Honor Society members.
"There wa..<; a misunderstanding
as to what the mission of the
Gershenson committe was," he
said . "The f:l.culty was looking for
a more il1-Oepth evaluation of the
entire program. for a ground floor
proposal. " According to Kuklin,
the faculty felt this proposal was
bas'ically a "band-aid".

Moot Court Honor Societies were invited to address a
portion of the April 27th faculty meeting concerning various
proposals to revise the Moot Court program: These rep
resentatives waited (or almost two hours until the faculty
reached these items on the agenda. No students were invited
into the meeting before the vote was taken. When Professor
Zaretsky informed these representatives that the proposal~
had been rejected, he also informed them that there. would be
no opportunity for any of them to address the meetmg.
Year after year, students at this school have sing
lehandedly conducted the Moot Court Competition. The taS~
is onerous. N either the faculty nor the administratior
participate t? any ~i~cant d~gree in the competition whicl
is an Appellate Dtmswn requtrement. In return, the Execu
tive Boards of the Moot Court Honor Societies are met witi
cavalier treatment which is beneath the standard of conduc
expected of the legal profession. Insult was added to thE
injury by the fact that ~ number of th~ ~oot Court rep
resentatives had taken time off from their Jobs for the solE
purpose of attending the faculty meeting.
In fairness, it must be stated that some faculty haVE
devoted a considerable amount of time to school teams anc
have been seriously concerned about the lack of progress ir
revising the Moot Court program. However, unles.s the fa
culty as a whole learns to work with, and not agaInst, the
Moot Court Executive boards, THERE WILL NC
LONGER BE STUDENT-RUN MOOT COURT COMPET
ITION. Already, the Day Moot Court Society has el'!
countered difficulty in obtaining a single m~mber who if
willing to be a candidate for Jl<lxt year's Executive Board d~~
to the faculty's inability to agree upon needed reforms. Thh
is an ominous indication of what is to come.
Chief Justice Burger has repeatedly condemned thE
poor quality of oral advocacy in this country. The blame must
be laid at the door of Brooklyn Law School (and other lav.
schools as well) which refuses to accord the oral advocac)
requirement any real dignity and leaves th~ b\1l1, 'If' ~<> wor1

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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New York City Law Department
has _ _ DlATE vacancies for

current evening law students in
these FULL TIllE, DAY, YEA"ROUND positions : (1) LD
PV ~ for first year law
students: $13, "91 : witt! promotion opty. (2) LD PV tIiIOO5 for second and third year students with
good reoord: $16,386. Hours:
Monday-Friday , 9 a.m.-5 p.m .,
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dUfation of Law School. New York
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classes . Send resume with
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Student Legal Position. lO PV"
New York City Law Department
100 Church Street. 5A10
New York . N Y 10007
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EOUAL OPPOffrUNfTT
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to students who have themselves only prepared one case fon
oralargument .
The aforementioned crisis within the Day Moot Court
Society is a serious ramification of faculty apathy and
procrastinaion. But of course the faculty won't suffer. The
incoming students will be the pawns if the faculty persists in
making a game out of Moot Court reform.
The Executive Board of the Moot
Court Honor Society - Day Division
Andrew M. Engel, Chairperson
Charles Platt
Judith Miles
The Executive Board of the Moot
Court Honor Society - Evening Division
Steven Barshov, Chairperson
Kathy A. Dutton , Vice-Chairperson
Rosemary Salomone Levy, Vice-Chairperson
Bonnie Berkow. Busine~3 Manager

MOOT COURT
NEWS
Cuntinued frum page 4

system at Brooklyn. we are better prepared
on the law than most schools." ' he was
overwhelmed by the amount of upport
here for the .Ie up Team and credit!. Pro·
fesor Sherman. "an excellent practice
judge." with really whipping the team into
shape for the oral argument. Coordinator
Michael Elkin characterizes this year's
Jessup Team as having some of the " best
oralist who have ever represented the
school."
If the team is succes fulthis weekend. it
will advance to the national finals in
\\ ashington later in t e spring Bruce
·\fran . Jeanne Naglak. Sarah Barish , and
·arah Thoams-Gonza ez will argue a com·
plex question hypo hetically brought before
the International Court of Justice at the
Hague. The problem concerns several issues
that arise when country A tries to na·

tionalize an indu try now run by a local
subsidiary of a foreign corporation and that
parent corporation sues for breach of con·
tract in it s own country B. attaching the
a~set~ of both country .\ and the agency ap·
poi nted to take over the indu try . Vue t iom
of !.overeign immunit y. standing to sue.
success ion 01 state. and com pen ation have
all be extensively researched in preparat ion
for the oral argument.
Members of all these teams expres!>ed
,ati faction in their experience with the out·
ide Moot Court program though they ad·
milled it required a tremendous am o un t of
work Jame!. lasser of th o' Cri mina l Pro·
cedure team stres ed the importance 01
building a strong Moot Court' program .
"It·s good for building Brooklyn' reputation and developing pride and selfconfidence in our school."
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BLS HOSTS TOWN MEETING · CUOMO SPEAKS

Go~.

CUOIIIO

fields

qHSlloas frolll

Continued/rom page J
room was a result of Cuomo's use thi year
of an obscure power 10 change the budget .
The State Constit ution requires the governor 10 propose a budget to the legislature .
but then. under Article VII. Section J . it
give~ him J() days to amend . change. or correct it in any way he sees fit. Most years go
by with no attention drawn to this J(I-day
period with the exception of the sm II circle
of legislative and executive officials who
prepare the budget. This year. however.
Cuo mo and his aides have engaged in effort s to make the public aware of this constit utio nal provision .
. Forest Rangers 10 Housing Police
In response to public pressure. the
Governor has said he will rescind
his
original proposal to layoff fifty forest
rangers . This was a resf)on se to considerable fire which was drawn from groups a~
diverse as hunter~ and environmentalist~
Likewise . when confronted by resident s in a
~mall Cats kills communit y concerning the
proposed d os ing of a state-run ski center.
the Governor announced that the proposa l
wou ld be laken out. Legislative and budget
o ffi cia l ~ ~ay I he y also expect t he Governor
10 propo~e more staffing for mental health

II pltCked Moot Court Rooill

"It looks bleak ." he told her . In addressing
her request for more police protection . he
lold her that he and Mayor Koch had di scussed a "Police Superfund." which would
be used to finance more manpower in all
the divi ions of the force . "I'm waiting to
hear from the mayor." he said . Someone
added . "The mayor is waiting to hear from
you!"
[~ery Penny Spent
To most observers Cuomo's responses
appeared candid , honest , and straightforward There were no politician' s promises.
After numerous request s for increased
funding by different groups. he a s ked the
audience. "Where do you want me \0 get
the money from?" He explained that different concerns throughout the state had
already asked for an additional $3 .2K
billion . He anticipated IOtal additional re4ue s t ~ of $4 .5 billion and explained the
misconception that much of the public has
aboul balancing the state budget Many

Cuomo' s proposed football 10llery was
one mechanism which he had hoped would
provide so me of that needed money . Cuomo had proposed that lottery in hopes of
raising $100 million a year for educaiion . "I
wish I didn't need a sports lottery . but I
need a $100 million from somewhere ." The
10llery proposal has since been defeated by
the legislature .
Several neighborhood groups complained to Cuomo of the state's use of
buildings slated for renovation being utilized 10 house the homeless. A represen tative from Community Board 2. covering
downtown Brooklyn and Greenpoinl. inquired as to the state's plans for 55 Hanso n
Place . a state-owned building used now to
shelter the homeless . The people of the
community there had anticipated that the
building. according to past state studies.
would be renovated and used as office
space . They did not want 10 see the homelss
in their neighborhood . Cuomo was adamant in his stand for the homeless . "How
can yo u talk about economic development
when peo pole are freezing to death ?" He
ex plained that New York State has a $5()
million homeless persons program . the best
in the country. and yet till not enough .
Sense of Humor
He related a humorous story \0 the c rowd
about the problems ha has had with finding
temporary housing for the homeless . After
taking office . Cuomo began placing the
homeless in New York State armories
around the city . The people on the Upper
Eas t Side . however. put pressure on a gen·
erallo keep heavy armaments in the armory
there ' 0 that there would be no room for
the homeless. Cuomo . as Commander in
Chief of the st ate's . National Guard .

~ervice~ .

Not everyo ne wh o came to the forum to
(omplain abo ut insufficient funding for
their programs went away empty handed .
Michael Carter of the New York City
,>chool-based Drug and Alco ho l Prevention
Program expressed his regret that drug
a bu ~e program ~ in thC"State were cut b y $3)
million thi year. After Ca rter presented hi~
~ase. t he Governor as ured him that sub,tance abuse "will probably get more ."
Ot her groups were not so lucky . Mildred
lohnson. s peaking on behalf of public
hou ing concerns. explained the desperate
need for more public housing police and
low income housing unit inceases . Johnson
sa id. "We are hoping you don't forget the
poor " Cuomo explained that Richard Nix- •
on impounded housing money in 1972. and
that s ince that time the state ha been havin difficulties gelling more federal fund s .

Dean Trqer Il'Hls

MORE LE'Iw
I 'ERS
We are writing this letter because of the '
implications which the "Con Law" controversy holds fOf Brooklyn Law School.
and which we believe that, even here.
reasonable people can disagree . To date
there has been little heard in Professor
Holzer's defense. We allribute this less to
the aJleged caprice of his grading than 10
the apparant popularity of this allack on an
unpopular professor. Widespread support
for a position in controversy is no guarantee
of its rightness. and we believe that the
vocal majority 's position is untenable .
The complaint against Professor Holzer
runs thus : there has to be something wrong
with an exam on which 58'-/1 of the class
received a grade of D or less . That
something is wrong is evident-the question
is. with whom? The answer offered by so
many. ie., that the fault lies with Professor

Go~. CUOIIIO before forulll

people think thaI. like the federal government. the State can borrow money when
creating the budget. To the contrary. the
states must account for every penny it
spends. If it isn't available. it cannot be
spent.

telephoned the general. He asked the
general to clear out the heavy equipment so
the homeless could move in. "I can't move
that equipment." the general replied . "it' s
too heavy ."

Gu~

gotS to bat for Brooklyn buebaH

"Yes." Cuomo answered . "but I'm the
Commander in Chief. I can move
generals ." The homeless moved into the
armory very soon after that ·conversation .
Guy I-.:ohn . a "Brighton Beach activist."
wanted to see gambling casinos on Coney
Island . He said that New Jersey had used
some of the proceeds from Atlantic City to
subsidize medication for the elderly . and
that casinos would provide just the money
that C uomo was looking for . Cuomo said
that he perso nally was against gambling in
New York . but that the mailer was further
complicated by the fact that every city in
the state wants to be the place to gamble .
. \Iso. the state would have to determine
whether the casinos should be publicly or
privately run . Then a resolution by the people of the state would have to be passed .
Cuomll '~ tax policies show that he ha '
nOI been seduced by corporate power. but
a t the same time . he is struggling with trying
.to keep back -o ffice space from leaving the
five borough s and going 10 New Jersey or
Connecticut. He discussed the M ,\ C (Municipal .\ ssistance Corporation) money Ihal
wa~ being spent on "Metrotech ." a n a ttem pi to keep this bac k-office space in Nev.
' o rk The bu ilding a l 55 Hanso n Place
mi ghl be renovated with MAC money. and
a project is under way in Staten Is land 10
create office s pace Ihere as well.
\ ~pea ker from the Business and Profe~
sional \\ o men ' ~ club indicated the c1ub'~
wpport of Cuomo with its message'" es to
uovernor Cuomo and ERA " ,\ C UNY
~ tudent representative wanted to see more
money allocated for the co nstruction of a
new campus for Medgar Evers College . and
a senior citizen wanted 10 make it clear that
she was asking for no money . only beller
supervision in senior citizen centers .
The forum had a comfortable atmosphere . and the Governor seemed right
at home . He explained that he had practiced law right across the street from BLS
for a number of years. and that his in-laws
still lived in Brooklyn .

Continued/rom page 10

Holzer. is not self-evident; neither does it
follow necessarily from the test results . The
charge has merely been alleged, not proven .
Insofar as the burden of proof rests on the
complainants, the cause fails .
Further, in an academic selling there is a
presumption in favor of the professor. It is
rebuttable. of course, but only on a showing of egregious malfeasance on the professor' s part . No such showing has been
made. nor , we think , is one forthcoming .
Finally . the proposal for a uniform grading policy needs to be considered in a less
emotionally charged atmosphere , inasmuch
as it requires a careful balancing of such
weighty concerns as academic freedom and
grade inflation against the understandable
st udent desire for competitive grades .
Kevia J. Bailei'
StltCy A. Preuer

Continued o n page 15
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WHAT IS TRUTH?
8y Km.J . . . . ,
This is the first installment of a four porr
article on Philosophy and Law.

of philosophy runs thus: philosophy is
learned ignorance-.
To define philosophy so, however, is not
Prima facie, the pra ctice of la w requires
to lapse into agnosticism. Neither is it 10
little or no concern with the abstra cions
concur with the view that philosophy equals
which occup y the philosopher. Lawyers,
opinion . The genuine philosopher, said
being a rather pragma tic 101, long ago deciPlato, pursues the truth with his whole
ed that the service of one's client was a
soul. He does so, not, as Marx would have
more lucrative and less frustrating vocation
it, because knowledge is power, but simply
than the professional pursuit of the truth .
for the sake of knowing it.
Were it not for the legal profession's paraHere the reader will no doubt raise a
doxical attachment to Socrates, lawyers and
critical eyebrow and ask, "What is truth?"
philosophers apparently would have no
In doing so, he or she will be in august comsubject of common interest.
pany, for jurisprudents from Pontius Pilate
Sustained reflection , however, reveals the
to Hans Kelsen have posed the same quesmisleading charac~er of the seemingly
tion, intimating of course, that there is no
apparent. Behind every legal issue stands a
such thing. Granted, relativism has great
moral issue; beneath every judicial detercurrency these days . Its popularity rests on
mination lies an ethical judgment; and . the idea that wi~h all things being relative ,
founding every ethical judgment are antoleration will reign and liberty will
thropological, epistemological and ontolo- . flourish . A modicum of reflection should
gical presuppositions. Concretely. in decid suffice to indicate that with all things being
ing cases concerning slavery. abortion and
relative. it is not necessary to draw such a
capital punishment . the American judicconclusion. It is quite possible to draw the
iary. especially the Supreme Court of the
opposite conclusion. One need only recall
l ' nited States. has decided what a "person"
Hitler and Mussolini to realize just how
is. as well a what member of the human , much of a live option the latter inference is .
race are or are not "persons." What else
Relativism makes the path to tyranny both
ca n the ultimate meaning of the Antelope.
straight and short. Truth is the only protec2.1 U.S. (10 Wheal.) 66 (1825). Dred SCOIf.
tion of liberty . Where truth is ridiculed as a
60 U.S. (19 How.) 393 (1857), or Roe v.
medieval curio. justice is dispensed from
Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973), be but that a
the barrel of a gun .
human being can be declared a non -person ,
The cause of the Occident's loss of the
and thus deprived of the very rights asserted
sense of truth is to be found in the current
by the Declaration of Independence to be
co ncept of reason . The rise of modern sciunalienable? All because of an abstraction .
ence ushered in the instrumentalist view of
It is precisely because of the ubiquity and
reason . While the ancient s held that the
potency o(such abstractions that Mortimer
good of man cons'isted in the exercise of
J . Adler has argued that philosophy IS
reaso·n. the moderns saw reason as a means
everyone's business. In this Adler is merely
to subjugate nature to human will. Forgetechoing Socrates, who said that only the
ting that science is essentially knowledge .
examined life was worth living .
and that it s practical results are but a byWhat is it that is meant by the term,
product. modern man overturned the clas"Philosophy?" This is no jejune question
sical primacy of contemplation in favor of
in an age which uses philosophy as a synopraxis . The transformation of knowledge
nym for opinion.
into the means of satisfying the will to
At its most humble, philosophy involves
power represent s less a development than a
the identification and criticism of those
regression . For the equation of knowledge
operationally potent yet unthematized preand power harks back to the age when masuppositions which animate and shape both
gicians sought to control nature through a
public policy and private action. The instruseries of rituals, symbols and incantations .
ment utilized for this task is the process of
The deposition of reason in favor of will
question and answer . of which Socrates was
has been nothing short of catastrophic for
the master.
the human race . Will is always singular, and '
Yet the dialectical criticism of commonly
with intellect in thrall, force replaces perheld opinion is but the first step. Socrates,
suasion as the source of social and political
unlike the Sophists, revealed the contraunity . One need only consult the history of
dictions inherent in his interlocutor's opinthe 20th century to see the results .
ions in order to make them aware of their
The only way to curb the role of force
ignorance . For only that awareness can give
and the constant violation of human right s
birth to the desire for knowledge of the
that attends it. is to restore reason to its
truth . The ignorant person is unaware of traditional primacy. Th function of reason
his poverty. and sees no need to seek, while
IS to att'lrm that what is. is, and that what is
the wise need not seek for he already posesnot , is not : Est. Est, Non, Non! Reason is
ses the truth . Only those who. like Socrates.
the only genuine arbiter of human disagreeknow that they do not know. deserve the timent because behind the judgements of reatle. philosopher . Perhaps the best definition
son stands being. The universality of reason
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is founded up on the universality of being.
It was the discovery of the int~lligible absolute signified by that most .common of
words , "is," by Parmenides oC Elea 2500
years ago that gave birth to Western CIVIlization . What is, is, and a true philosophy is
nothing other than a conceptual articulation of what is . Thus, authentic rationalism
is also realism
For those who found relativism upon an
idealistic theory of knowledge, this is a hard
saying. Yet every idealist acts as a realist
before he thinks as an idealist. Hegel
himself admitted that realism is the natural
altitude, and it was only by misrepresenting
philosophical realism that he was able to
sublate it. Indeed, the metaphysical primacy of being is evident to all who take but a
moment to advert 10 the obvious . For the
act of speaking for the purpose of communicating so mething to a listener is possible only because being is, is intelligible. and
because reason is the faculty of being.
Western civilization is dying because it
has forgotten its origin . As reason is the faculty of being. it is also the source of hu man dignity . Man is an individual because
of hIS body. but by his intellect he is a per'Son. It is as a person that man has unalienable rights. The primacy of being. together
with the correlative primacy of the faculty
of being, reason. demands the respect for
persons which is the sine qua non of a free
society .
Rationalism . realism, personalism-these
are what characterize Western civilization.
and it is only upon this foundation that the
political sys tem announced by the Declaration of Independence can be raised. The life
of the city can be founded upon a consensus
resting on the universality of being and of
reason . or it can be directed by force.
Chief Justice Burger once wrote that the
law proceeds on the basis of "unprovable
assumptions ." In such circumstances justice is dispensed in a haphazard fashion .
Justice is nothing more and nothing less
than rendering to each what is due him .
This is possible only on the s'upposition that
each person is a being to which certain
things are due because of what it is . Thus .
contrary to the opinion of the Chief Justice.
a just legal system must be founded upon
the evidence of being and the values of being, unity . truth. goodness and beauty .
It is imperative, then , that lawyers concern themselves with philosophy . In order
to insure a just legal system, one which
recognizes and protects the rights granted
to men by "nature and nature's God". lawyers must take the first step on the path to
wisdom-Est. Est. Non , Non!

Kevin J. Bauer did graduate work in
philosophy and taught at Niagra University
and at Canisius College in Buffalo before
entering Brooklyn Law School in the fall of
1982.

Continued on page 3
At a meeting on I-ebruary 27 with
Parents In Law. Siskin responded to questions and sought suggestions from parents
at Brooklyn Law School who would be u~ 
ing the office . Members of Parents In Law
expressed interest in leaving children here at
BLS with another law s tudent or college
student while they were in class. but expressed reservations about bringing their
children to so meone else's hou se. most
seemed to have baybSi tters in their
neighborh oods . Siskin said that bringing
children to school before the creation of a
day care center would probabley not be
feasible since Brooklyn would then be fum:tioning a~ a day care center. and Brooklyn
i~ nut yet licensed to provide day care
Professo r Gary Minda . who wrute the
proposal for creating a day care center at
Brooklyn. and who i~ not a parent. ~aid
that he firsl realized the great need for day
care after reading an article in the Harvard
Law ReVIew entitled "The I-amily and the
Market : A Study of Ideology and Legal Relorm" by hance~ I: Olsen In the art ide .
Olsen argue~ that the family and t he
marketplace have been dichotomiled and
tl1~ effect ha~ been to keep \\<omen III "t h~lr
plac~" Rather thal1l'l111tillu~ tll vic" family
re~pon~ibilities
and Job res pon s lbll1l1e~
~e parately . Olsen argues thai true equality
of women can be achieved only when the
market recognize~ family respunsibilitie~
and combine~ marketplace activity with
child rearing . A fter reading the artide . Profe~ ur Minda attended a panel discu~~iun at
13ruokly Law Sc hool held la~t spring which
fucu~ed on combining law career with rai~
ing children . He thought that it wa~ cralY
that people were just accepting the ~talU~
4UO; accepting the hard~hips involved ill
raisi ng children and accepting the fact that
it wa~ an individual problem "everyo ne
wa~ ~aying it '~ hard to find babysitter~. but
yuu ju~t have to do it . No one said the obviu u~ -w hy don't we have day care at
Brooklyn Law School?"
Professor Minda plans to continue hi~ in volvement in trying to establish day care at
Hrooklyn and plan~ to ~erve on the advi~ory
committee . He ~aid the he i~ "cummitted to
raising the issue of the need of the work place tLI facilitate the need~ of family
llbligatiom ..

I. 96 Harvard Law Review 7 (May 1983; p.
1497

••••••

Late breakiliK news:
At press time. Justinian learned that
Dean Trager has appointed Dean
Haverstick as chairman of the day care
center advisory committee and Professors
Fullerton and Minda, and Student Affairs
Director Siskin as additional members.

ALLAN
Continuedfrom page 4
one'~ lover one must "spell out in black and

white whal'~ you rs and what'~ hi ~" so that
dividing the spoils. if the relationship ends .
will be easier The same hold~ true for prenuplual agreement~ which Profe so r Allan
thinks sho uld include everything from
religion to "who d oe~ the laundry" He told
hb Iistener~ that these agreement~ were
val id in New' ork and that both partie ~
~hould be represented by attorneys. preferably different attorneys . Professor ,\lIan
~aid that a non-repre ented party to a
prenuptual agreement wa~ either "a fool or
a law ~tudent ..
Professo r :\llan receives no monetary
compensation for hi efforts al \\ ABC
What ~timulate him to go on the radio and
voice hi~ opinion~ to the public? Besides being "the most marvelou fun in the whole
"orld." Professor \lIan feels that by

amwering the public' ~ 4ues tion~ aboul
divorce law and perso nal relati o n s hip ~ he
pruvide~ a service unavailable to many people who cannot or will not see k professiona l
help \lthough he is precluded from giving
legal advice over the air. he feels he may
"givt: ~omeone the courage and informalion 10 take the ste p. to go forward and
change hi I her life ."
Professor '\lIan would like to eventually
have his own radio show \\' ,\BC has not
made any offers as yet U ntil then. we can
expect that he will continue to gel so me air
~pace. even if on someone else' s show . Sunday night '~ program was s uch a ~uccess that
Ms . Goodbla,lt invited Professor Allan
back to do a future show . When asked if he
had anything particular in mind he'd like to
speak on. Professor Allan replied . "No.
nOI really I'll talk about almo t anything
t he public wants to talk about ..
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grade was an aberration.

HOLZER UPDATE
Continued from page I
of standards. "How far," one student asked, "does academic freedom go?"
As of this writing, Caplows has only just
recieved the letter, and so was unable to
comment on its contents or its possible effect. She did say that she has been receiving
fewer complaints recently tharr in the last
few weeks. The controversy has "sort of
died down" she said.
Caplow said she has had informal discussions with Holzer about the subject, but
these were on questions of princjple and
communication of complaints made by students to her.
Caplow also said that the issue of grading
disparities was on the agenda for the Feb .
29 faculty meeting. But, she said, this is a
continuation of a discussion that began last
fall .
Whan asked if she thought anything
would be done about Holzer's grades or to
establish a formal grievance procedure,
Caplow said that "an appeals procedure is
more something that people would like to
see exist than something that does exist.
There is no way there's going to be an appeal in this instance on a case by case
basis ."
Professor Holzer , who has reviewed 22 of
his students' exams since his grades were
posted said he has not seen the protest letter
and was unable to c9mment on it. But, he
said , if the controversy is over whether the
administration may step in and "tinker"
with his grades , he does not "consider the
subject debateable."
He said" I do not mean to say that people can't talk about it, I won't take part in
any discussion about what is to done about
my grades." C aplow said it "has certainly
been talked about, it will be debated ." But
nothing is likely to happen . "Not because
Holzer doesn ' t think it should be debated."
but because of the issues involved .

..

Holzer has gone over 'his exams with mosr
of the students who have requested reviews
and has scheduled appointments to speak
with those students he has not yet seen . So
far, he said, he has found no mistakes and
changed no grades.
In fact, Holzer said, the overwhelming
majority of students have conceded their
papers were "sorely lacking and fairly graded." Some students, he said, while admitting their papers were of "low quality"
nevertheless insisted the grades be raised .
Holzer also said he has recieved a letter
appealing his review . He said he is not sure
what that means .
The letter of appeal was sent by Rhonda
Yacker, a second year student and one of
the 60"10 who received unsatisfactory grades
in Holzer'S class . She said she seill the letter
to Dean Caplow and copies to Dean Trager
and Holzer . She said she sent a copy to Holzer because she thought that was the proper
thing to do .
"As far as i understand, there is no
formal process of appeal ," Yacker said,
"which is pretty unbelievable since this is a
law school." She said that a "great injustice" was done to this group of students .
The faculty and administration are failing
as educators if they refuse to take a stand
on this ."
Yacker is not insensitive to the issues of
academic freedom involved . She is herself a
former college professor, but, she said. if
60% of my students did unsatisfactory
work. I would take a closer look at my
teaching methods, or my standards."
Holzer's section was a good sampling of
the class of '85 she said . It was "a very
dynamic class , people were in tune with the
issues." She said it doesn't make sense for
students. such as herself, who are at the top
of the class to be doing unsatisfactory
work .. For many students. including Yack-

Yacker said there was no correlation between her grade in Holzer's class and her
degree of preparedness or knowledge or
past performance.
"I feel the 72 students in Holzer's section

Prof. Holzer

were penalized." she said. "not by the
knowledge they gained, but by the grades
that resulted." Grades are a "sensitive
issue" at BLS according to Yacker. She
said this was demonstrated last fall when
only students from the top ten percent of
the class received interviews in the placemem office's recruitment program .
Yacker doesn't. at this point believe that
an independent review of exams will be
done . Which is unfortunate she said . "It
seems that up until now all of our exams
were graded on a curve . This test seems
badly skewed. (Holzer) has high standards.
and I admire that , but I'm certain that if
anyone student from his section had been
silting iIL ' !lnother class they would , bave
done much better ."
Other students had similar feelings. Cari

' Collins, another Holzer veteran, said she
didn't feel that either the exam-or the grading were unfair . "the grievance ," she said,
"is the lack of a curve."
Collins said that if the majority of the
class received such low grades Holzer's expectations may have been too high. "Maybe he never got across in class the point that
he was looking for on the exam . The stress
in class was against black letter law , she
said, and that was a large part of the test.
"There is nothing wrong with testing on
black letter law," she said , "but there was
no indication that that was what the test
would be like ."
On the other side Holzer student David
Klein said he feels the complaints are totally
unjustified . Klein said that everyone knew
what would be on the test before they
walked in . "We knew from what he told us ,
from his hints, from students who had him
in prior years. The only surprise was that
there were 50 short answers instead of IOU."
Klein is not opposed to the calls in favor
of a uniform grading policy . but he said the
current furor is mostly sour grapes . "It is a
legitimate request ," he said. "if there was
an offical policy that would be fine, but
since there is none it is not fair to ask a
teacher to adhere to an unwritten code ."
Holzer said that if such a policy were
adopted he would refuse to abide by it. "I
would consider it a matter of principle." he
said. "the kind of principle one goes to the
wall for."
The major question now in many
students' minds is what, if anything. will be
done? Many say nothing will happen, but
Jim Eller pointed out at least one good
thing has happened already . Students who
fail courses in the future will not have to
pay a fee to retake them he noted .
As far as Holzer's grades are concerned
though. Eller says at most. "they'll throw
us a bone ." He said he does not believe
Holzer' s grades will be reviewed . but a
formal procedure may be established to
resolve these problems in the future . "The
question is." he said "what will the faculty
do at their next meeting?"

...
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DEAN TRAGER
Continuedjrom page 1
the class of 1986/87 and 1987/88 at
$7200.00 per year. Tuition for the class of
1985/86 at $6600 .00 per year. This is du~ to
the increased operating expenses.

have come to BLS anyway. As it has
evolved, the merit scholarship program will
apparently not be substantially diffdrent
from the regular scholarship program with
its need/grades criteria.

Merit Scholanhtp Proanm
As our readers are aware, the Dean implemented an early admission program last
fall . Presently, eighteen to twenty students
have already taken advantage of this program . The deadline is April first. At this
point Trager candidly admits that the program may not be achieving what it was intended to do. He opined, that the students
accepting this program probably would

On the question of "leadership. it has to
be the Board . Faculty, and the Dean."
Dean Trager pointed to "meaningful attempts to get student feedback (eg . the
Berger survey) and consult with them in an
organized way .. ... I·m sorry, but I just
don't believe it (consultation) has to be for
every issue."
The Justinian's contention was that student participation in decision making
should be encouraged . Dean Trager did not
see this as a viable process, stating "we
can't run this school by committee."
The Dean pointed to student participation in several committees ... "so there is
feedback ... but I'm not going to convene a
committee for every decision ."
Holzer's COllstitlltio.al LI..- Grades
Query: "Why is it that Dean Trager
hasn't said something in support of Professor Holzer?"
Answer: "I'm not going to make any
comment one way or another."
Day Care
The first step in attempting to create a
day care center is to form an information
service . Dean Trager fully joined in and endorsed the need for a committee of faculty
and students to study the various and
necessary aspects of .endeavor (eg . state
laws, insurance, etc . . . ). "If we can do it, we
should do it. But room is needed ."

LndenIII,

Remember
to buy
tickets for
2nd CIRCUS
REVIEW

The Justinilln would like to conlntulate
the Jessup Moot Court Team for I job weD
done.
Best Oralist: Jeanne Rand NaKlak
First Runner.Up: Bruce Afran

LEITERS CONTINUED
Continuedjrom page 12
The jot/owing excerpl is jrom a letter
signed by 46 students in Prof Holzer's fail
con law class:
We, the undersigned students in Professor Holzer'S fall 1983 Constitutional
Law Class. question the disparity between
the grades received in our class and those
received by ourselves and all other students
in other courses.
We feel that our average grade of approximately 72 is I I points below the
average generally found . We feel.these low
grades reflect not upon us, but instead indicate an abuse o'f discretion on Professor

Holzer's part. Recognizing that professors
have a certain area of discretion over their
teaching and testing. we nonetheless feel
that the great importance of Our grade
point averages demands that this discretion
be restricted· ...
In order that we may understand the position of the faculty, we ask that
the faculty and administration meet . review
and evaluate the results of Professor
Holzer'S exam . Further, we wish the results
of such evaluation be made public, perhaps
through the Justinian.
.
Thank you for your time . We await your
prompt reply .

To the Collective:
Inreading your February 14. 1984 issue it was distressing to learn of the continuing
mistreatment and disrespect shown to the students at Brooklyn Law School by the administration . As students and alumni feel compelled to comment.
Apparently last year's uproar over Professor Holzer's elitist and discriminatory clinical
program was not enough to force him to revise his attitude toward students. His selfacclaimed good intentions aside, Holzer'S policies-most recently his grading system-tend
to demoralize students and set back the pursuit of their careers .
There also seems to be a general policy at BLS. overseen by Dean Trager. of implement ing first and consulting the students later-if at all . This is made evident by the replacement
of library space with office space . ' uch an act only confirms the administration's view of
itself as a business more than a learning institution .
We are even more outraged by the "Merit Scholarship Program" offering tuition CUt s to
the top ranked incoming students . Grades are often a product of social and economic fa ctor as well as actual scholarship . Great lawyers, indeed great human beings. have not all
been born out of the top Quarter of their classes . If Brooklyn Law School can afford to give
away money to the few with the highest grades. maybe it should slice the pie a few more
times and cut tuition across the board .
Problems of administrative arrogance, of pUlling profit ahead of students. are not
unique to BLS . Because of our relationship to the school. however. it is disturbing Ot see
the students paying more and receiving less .
We applaud the effortS of the SBA to pressure the administration to adopt more constructive policies . We join that effon by calling for the following : a) cuts in tuition. b) increased financial aid, c) improved job placement services, d) open access to clinical programs regardless of class rank , e) greater emphasis on practical training rather than grades.
t) expanded and improved library services. g) more respect for student input.
We invite all st udents to join us in our effort to observe and defend students' rights . Clip
the coupon below and return it to the address listed .
_
In Solidarity.
Steve Richards, Bruce Feffer. Tom Gordon
BLS Students and Alumni Concerned
BLS Students & Alumni Concerned

Name
Address

cloBruce Feffer
140 East 40th

Phone ___________________________

N.Y., N.Y. 10016

- - - Please send me more information regarding your organization
- - - Please notify me of future meetings.
F-!!i'i!!i!!i!i!i!iEi!!!i5i!!i~~!iEi!!!i5i!!i!iEi!!!i5i!!iHl
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